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ACTIVITY BOOKLET
join us for an educational experience

on our floating classroom!
COMPLETE an activity in THIS BOOKLET TO RECEIVE
your SPECIAL badge AND BECOME AN ORCA RANGER!

vancouverwhalewatch.comkiller whale tales
killer whales are identified by a grey
pigmentation behind their dorsal fin,
called a saddle patch, which is like a

fingerprint. The fin can help too. males
have taller, straight fins and females

have shorter, curved fins. Some of
them have tears or unusual shapes.

you can visit these websitesyou can visit these websites
to learn more about orcas!to learn more about orcas!

whaleresearch.comwhaleresearch.com
bckillerwhales.combckillerwhales.com

orcanetwork.orgorcanetwork.org

you can visit these websites
to learn more about orcas!

whaleresearch.com
bckillerwhales.com

orcanetwork.org

can you see the differences
between the saddle patch
and dorsal fins of these two
orcas? Which one is male?

K25 “Scoter” 
this orca is

male  /   female

L77 “matia”

circle one

this orca is
male  /   female

circle one

the two orca ecotypes that
live in the salish sea learn
skills like communication
and hunting from their pod.
we can tell them apart by
observing their behaviour.

resident killer whales
eat salmon. they prefer
chinook salmon because
of how oily it is. they get
more energy back for the
effort of catching it.  

 killer whales eattransient
marine  mammals such as seals,
sea lions and porpoises. these
prey animals are larger, so
transients hunt as a group,
sharing the food afterwards.  

what do you think this
orca is hunting? draw

they prey and write down
which ecotype the orca is.

this is a                                          ecotype orca.
it is hunting a                                            .

like other dolphins, orcas hunt by sonar called echolocation. they emit clicks through
their forehead, or melon, which bounce off the prey to tell them where and what it is.
They can even tell how far away it is, how fast it’s traveling and in which direction!

ORCA ranger’s code
ANSWERS 
PLASTIC
CLEAN, RIVER
SEAFOOD
LITTER
REDUCE, RECYCLE
CHEMICALS
WILDLIFE, DISTRESS
ECOSYSTEM
WORD
   

the ocean provides us with oxygen, energy and food, so
it is very important to keep it clean for our future.

being an orca ranger is about being a good steward for 
the oceans. That means taking care of it so the animals
that rely on it stay healthy. pledge to help the ocean! 

fill in the blanks, then put The green letters together
IN ORDER to find out what an orca ranger is to the sea. 

 I will do my best to:
- use less single-use p______
- help to  my beach, lake or c____ r____

s__f __ - choose sustainable _
- PUT  IN THE GARBAGE CANl_ ____
- , REUSE, , REFUSEr ____ r_______
- keep  out of the drainsc__m_ ____
- call a  rescue if I see anw___l___
   animal hurt or in d__ _____

e_ s_____- respect the  & its animals_
W_ _- SPREAD THE !_

an orca ranger is the ocean’san orca ranger is the ocean’s
_________!_________!

an orca ranger is the ocean’s
_________!

visitvisit    ocean.orgocean.org for some great ocean-friendly ideas.for some great ocean-friendly ideas.visit  ocean.org for some great ocean-friendly ideas.

can you think of some other ways to take care of the ocean?can you think of some other ways to take care of the ocean?can you think of some other ways to take care of the ocean?



Salmon spawn maze

1 2 3 4 5

look out above!look out above!
birds like eaglesbirds like eagles
and land mammalsand land mammals

like bears alsolike bears also
prey on salmonprey on salmon

look out above!
birds like eagles
and land mammals

like bears also
prey on salmon

commercial and sportcommercial and sport
fishermen catch salmonfishermen catch salmon
for humans to eat whilefor humans to eat while

they are still at seathey are still at sea

commercial and sport
fishermen catch salmon
for humans to eat while

they are still at sea

upstream, salmon mayupstream, salmon may
run into barriers suchrun into barriers such
as dams and flood gatesas dams and flood gates

upstream, salmon may
run into barriers such
as dams and flood gates

Look out below!Look out below!
ocean predators suchocean predators such

as orcas, seals, andas orcas, seals, and
larger species of fishlarger species of fish

eat salmoneat salmon

Look out below!
ocean predators such

as orcas, seals, and
larger species of fish

eat salmon

salmon #_ made itsalmon #_ made it
back to its hatchback to its hatch
stream to spawn!stream to spawn!

salmon #_ made it
back to its hatch
stream to spawn!

FLUKE PRINTS
humpback whales are

identified by unique markings on their
tail flukes. Their names often reflect

the shapes people see in the pattern.

draw a pattern on this
fluke to catalog it.

be creative! then think
of a name for your whale

to match the pattern
you designed.

you can visit these
websites to practice

identifying humpbacks!
mersociety.org

clayoquotwhales.ca
happywhale.com

my whale’s name is 

learn more on the pacific
salmon foundation’s website

psf.ca

kncioho
hcoo

mcuh
escyoke

nkip

pacific salmon face a lot of obstacles on their way back
from the ocean to their spawning creeks! unscramble the

letters of these 5 pacific salmon species’ names & Find out
which one will make it home by tracing the lines. 

ANSWERS   1. CHINOOK   2. COHO   3. CHUM   4. SOCKEYE   5. PINK

Humpback whales use baleen platesHumpback whales use baleen plates
in their mouths to filter plankton,in their mouths to filter plankton,

krill and small fish out of the water.krill and small fish out of the water.
it may be 50' (15m) long, but its throatit may be 50' (15m) long, but its throat

is only the size of a grapefruit! Pleatsis only the size of a grapefruit! Pleats
on its belly expand like an accordionon its belly expand like an accordion

so it can gulp more water (and food!) atso it can gulp more water (and food!) at
once, more than its own body weight!once, more than its own body weight!

Humpback whales use baleen plates
in their mouths to filter plankton,

krill and small fish out of the water.
it may be 50' (15m) long, but its throat

is only the size of a grapefruit! Pleats
on its belly expand like an accordion

so it can gulp more water (and food!) at
once, more than its own body weight!

tubercules are bumps on the whale’stubercules are bumps on the whale’s
pectoral flippers and head. on thepectoral flippers and head. on the

flippers, they aid in aerodynamics.flippers, they aid in aerodynamics.
on its head, each one contains a hair. on its head, each one contains a hair. 

tubercules are bumps on the whale’s
pectoral flippers and head. on the

flippers, they aid in aerodynamics.
on its head, each one contains a hair. 

the actual size of krill, tiny the actual size of krill, tiny 
crustaceans that are near thecrustaceans that are near the
bottom of the marine food chain.bottom of the marine food chain.
                                  think how much krill                                  think how much krill
                                  a whale can eat per day -                                  a whale can eat per day -
                                  enough to fill 9 bathtubs!                                  enough to fill 9 bathtubs!

the actual size of krill, tiny 
crustaceans that are near the
bottom of the marine food chain.
                                  think how much krill
                                  a whale can eat per day -
                                  enough to fill 9 bathtubs!
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Across
3. Whales are mammals that breathe out of their _______

4. A baby whale is called a ________

5. The fin on the back of a whale is called the _______ fin

7. The smallest type of cetacean we can see on our tours

8. Transient orcas' favourite food

13. Name of our biggest boat

15. The title of the person driving the boat

17. The village our office is located in

18. Orcas belong to this type of cetacean group

19. Resident orcas' favourite food

Down
1. Different communities of orcas are called __________

2. A whale tail is called its _________

3. Look out for the white heads of these big birds on the tour

6. When a whale travels from warm to cold water each year

9. The waterways from the Georgia Strait to Puget Sound  

10. Southern ______________ Killer Whales

11. Humpback whales filter-feed with this material

12. Special word for when a whale jumps out of the water

14. Humpback whales like to eat ________

16. The largest species of sea lion in the world

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
fill in the puzzle using the clues below.

hint: you can ask your tour guide if you get stuck

ANSWERS
ACROSS  3. BLOWHOLE  4. CALF  5. DORSAL  7. PORPOISE  8. SEALS
13. EXPLORATHOR II 15. CAPTAIN  17. STEVESTON  18. DOLPHIN  19. SALMON
DOWN  1. ECOTYPES  2. FLUKES  3. BALD EAGLE  6. MIGRATION  9. SALISH SEA  
10. RESIDENT  11. BALEEN  12. BREACH  14. PLANKTON  16. STELLER
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